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1. Quick Start Guide

Important!

Must be seeding in order to perform a complete calibration
For the following steps, if necessary, refer to the Calibration and
Operation section for more details.

Verify Total Number of Sensors
On the Main screen:
Turn on Loop 1 Power by selecting the red number to the right
of the Sensitivity icon.
Set the Sensitivity to 1 and press Update.
Tap the
Figure 1-1

icon.

Enter the amount of Loop 1 runs. (Total runs on seeder)
Tap the

icon.

This Screen lists sensors and the user must select the seeder
Tap
to view previous 30 sensors or Tap
30 sensors.

to view next

Example) Sensor 1 installed on Seeder run 1 within Section 1
Figure 1-2

Key will Reset all sensor configurations
Key will Automatically setup all sensors in Section 1
Repeat for Loop 2 as needed.

Speed Set-Up
A Speed is needed in order to set up the Seed Rate Wizard.
If you are using Test Speed:
1. On the Seeder Setup screen
, set the Seeder Test Speed
value (speed normally travelled in field, ex: 5 mph).
If you are using GPS speed:

Note:
In order for the Legend GPS to work, GPS
needs to be enabled on your tablet as well.
Please consult your tablets owner’s manual on
how to enable GPS.

1. On the Seeder Setup screen
zero.
2. Tap the

, set Seeder Test Speed to

icon.

3. On the GPS Setting screen, set the GPS Enable/Disable
button to Enable.
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Set Seed Rate Wizard
To start you must be seeding, with no blockages or sensor errors,
in order to use the Seed Rate Wizard.
On the Main screen:
1. Tap the Seed Rate field.
2. The Loop 1 Seed Rate Wizard pop up window appears.
3. Enter your desired seed rate and tap Ok.
Figure 1-3

Calibrating the Seed Rate Wizard also sets your Blockage
Sensitivity.
4. Repeat for Loop 2 as needed.

Figure 1-4

Set Sensitivity Wizard for Blockage Alarms
1. While seeding, tap the red number to the right of the
sensitivity icon.
The Loop1 Sensitivity Wizard pop up window appears.
2. Tap the Wizard button.
The system automatically selects the optimum sensitivity
value based on what you are seeding.
Figure 1-5

3. Repeat for Loop 2 as needed.

Figure 1-6
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Follow safety Instructions


Be sure to follow all safety instructions in your air seeder operator’s manual.

Read and Understand This Manual Before Operating This Machine.


Learn how to operate and service the machine correctly. Failure to do so could result in personal injury or equipment
damage. Agtron Enterprises Inc. will not accept any responsibility for any damage or malfunctions resulting from failure
to comply with the operator’s manual.



If you do not understand the information in this manual, or if you have any questions, contact Agtron Enterprises Inc.
Customer Service.



This manual should be considered a permanent part of your machine and should remain with the machine when you sell
it.



Agtron Enterprises Inc. reserves the right to alter illustrations and technical data contained in this manual.



The contents of this manual are the intellectual property Agtron Enterprises Inc. All use and/or reproduction not
specifically authorized by Agtron Enterprises Inc. is prohibited.



All information, illustrations and specifications in this manual are based on the latest information available at the time of
publication. Agtron Enterprises Inc. reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice.



ATTENTION! Low battery or alternator voltage can cause system errors.
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3. Introduction
About THE LEGEND Advanced

Software Versions
This manual is for use with the following software versions:
 Android App 2.0.X
 ISO Version 8
THE LEGEND Advanced WiFi
THE LEGEND Advanced WiFi is a Rate and Blockage ECU that
communicates with tablet computers using WiFi technology. The
WiFi system communicates with the smartphone/tablet via an
“App” (short for application). The App provides a user interface to
display the information about the air seeder operation. Using WiFi to
communicate with the cab means quicker startups and no worries
about towing the seeder with the monitor harness.
The Legend Advanced ISOBUS
The Legend Advanced ISOBUS is a Rate and Blockage ECU to be
used with a Virtual or Universal Terminal (VT or UT). The CAN
protocol is based on the ISO 11783 standard.
The Legend Advanced
The system operates with basic functionality that includes blockage
detection and seed rate indication in seeds per acre or pounds per
acre.
THE LEGEND Advanced system uses infrared optical sensors that
detect the seed rate. Each sensor in turn sends its information to the
module, which relays it via a WiFi radio link to the app on your
Android WiFi phone/tablet. If there is a problem an alarm will be
indicated on the phone/tablet.
THE LEGEND Advanced system connects to the drill’s section
control system and once a section is turned off no alarms will occur
for that inactive section. An alarm will sound if a section is off but
the sensors still detect seed.
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2 Loops/120 Sensors each
THE LEGEND Advanced system can communicate with three
individually controlled sensor loops. Loops one and two are capable
of handling 120 sensors. (Separate seed and fertilizer runs).

THE LEGEND Advanced Features

Note:
When compared to previous Agtron ART
systems

 2X faster notification of blockages
 Not affected by wire breaks
 10X higher seed rates
 5X more resistant to chemical buildup
 Improved snap-fit sensor cable connection
 Built in GPS ground speed (needed for rate calculation)
 WiFi connection provides convenient easy-to-read interface
on android tablets.
 Ability to use tablets or ISOBUS VTs
 Section Aware and will not alarm when sections are off

Using your Tablet with The LEGEND Advanced
Tip:
For detailed information on how to
operate your tablet, refer to its
operator’s manual.

Any Android tablet that is WiFi capable should be able to
communicate with and control THE LEGEND Advanced. When
the device is connected to the ECU via WiFi using the App, it
downloads the information from the ECU and displays it on the
device’s screen.
The WiFi device can be used to operate and monitor your Seed Rate
and Blockage.
The Legend Advanced App must be the active App on the device in
order to indicate a blockage or change in seed rate (App must be
open and visible on the screen).

THE LEGEND WiFi Device App Icon

Icon

Description
Legend Advanced WiFi
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Using Virtual Terminals with The Legend Advanced
Several companies manufacture ISOBUS compatible Virtual
Terminals. Although the locations and types of controls may vary
from manufacturer to manufacturer, all terminals use the same icons
to represent the main functions.

Figure 3-1

Tip:
For detailed information on how to
operate your Virtual Terminal, refer to its
operator’s manual.

Any ISOBUS compatible virtual terminal (VT) should be able to
communicate with and control your LEGEND S.A. ISOBUS. When
the VT in your tractor is connected to the Legend ISO it downloads
the information from the ECU and displays it on the VT’s screen.
The central part of the screen displays information pages identically,
regardless of the VT you are using. Typically, icons representing
other pages are located around, or to the side of the central part of
the screen. Selecting these soft keys enables you to navigate to the
pages they represent. The location of page icons may vary depending
on the manufacturer of the VT. Also, some VTs have touch screens,
whereas others use pushbuttons located around the outside of the
screen, adjacent to on-screen icons.
ISOBUS compatible VTs can be used to set up, operate and monitor
your LEGEND S.A. ISOBUS Rate and Blockage system, but the
exact details of how to access and change values and settings may
vary from manufacturer to manufacturer. For example, when
entering numerical values during system setup, some VTs may open
a keypad-style page. Others may assign numbers to buttons around
the outside of the screen. For this reason, procedures in this manual
simply state “Enter the numerical value for…” You will have to
consult the manufacturer’s operating manual for your specific VT to
determine the details.
Go to www.agtron.com to view the current Virtual Terminals that
can be used with your Rate and Blockage system.
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4. Installation
WiFi Installation
ECU Tractor Battery Harness
1. Select a mounting location for the battery harness so that the
DTP connector is at the tractor hitch.
2.
Fuse
DTP

Connect the battery Harness to the DTP connector on the
ECU. (this connection should be at the tractor hitch to allow
for hitch disconnect)

3. Mount the ECU on the toolbar (main extension cables may
be needed) within 10ft of the tractor hitch

Tip:

Figure 4-1

On 24 volt systems be sure to connect the
monitor to the correct battery. It must be
the one with its negative terminal connected
to the tractor chassis (ground). Connect the
red (+) lead of the monitor to the positive
(+) terminal of that battery and the black (-)
lead of the monitor to the battery.
Incorrect wiring could result in damage to
your monitor.

4. Connect red (+) power cable wire directly to the battery
positive terminal (30 amp fuse is required)
5. Connect the black (-) power cable wire directly to the
negative battery terminal
Do not connect the black cable to the tractor cab. Not all
tractor cabs are properly grounded.

Antenna with Base Installation (Tow between Tanks)

Tip:
Main Extension Cables may be needed to mount
the ECU in the desired location (Part#
9ARTM10, 9ARTM20).

1. If using a Tow Between Tank, a magnetic base can be used to
place the antenna on top or in front of a tank to achieve line
of site. (See the parts list associated with Figure 4-14)
2. Disconnect the antenna from the LEGEND S.A. WiFi ECU.
3. Connect the antenna to the magnetic base.
4. Connect the magnetic base cable to the ECU.
5. Mount the magnetic base and ECU in the desired location.
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ISOBUS Installation
ECU Tractor Battery Harness
For Installation of an ISOBUS Harness on non-ISO Tow Between
Air Cart setup or Tow Behind Air Cart setup plug the CANBUS
Harness into the ISO plug on the rear of the tractor. (See Figure 4-2)
For Installation of the ISOBUS Harness on ISOBUS Tow Between
Air Cart setup, you can plug the ISOBUS Harnesss into the
ISOBUS plug on the rear of the Air Cart.
1. Select a mounting location to protect the ECU.
2. Affix the ECU to the frame of the tank or toolbar.
Figure 4-2

3. Connect the 2-pin and 4-pin male Deutsch connectors on the
ISOBUS Harness to the corresponding 2-pin and 4-pin
female Deutsch connectors on the ECU. (See Figure 4-3)

Figure 4-3

CAN Terminating Bias Circuit
A CAN Terminating Bias Circuit connector must be installed on the
ISOBUS Harness if there is no other ECU installed at the end of the
system.
Figure 4-4
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Colored Cable Tie Installation
Colored Cable Ties
The colored cable ties included in this kit are provided to assist in
easy installation and to differentiate between the two loops of
sensors
 Use blue ties to attach Loop 1 cables.
 Use yellow ties to attach Loop 2 cables.
 Be sure to secure all cables, but DO NOT pinch cables too
tightly!

Figure 4-5

Seed Sensor and Legend Loop Cable Installation
1. Select a Seed Sensor mounting location near the distributor.
2. Mount the Seed Sensors in the hose above the implement
chassis to protect the Seed Sensors and cables from field
debris damage.
3. Secure the Seed Sensors in the hose using metal hose clamps
on each side (Agtron Part# 400TRHS16, not included).
4. Select a seed sensor on the far left (defined by direction of
travel) of the machine to be sensor #1.
Figure 4-6

Figure 4-7

Tip:

5. Leave the female plug of this sensor unplugged, but connect
the male plug to the sensor beside it.
This will be sensor #2.

If necessary, apply heat to the hose
ends in order to fit the hose over the
sensor.

6. Continue connecting sensor #2 to sensor #3 and so on, until
all sensors on the manifold are connected.

Sensors should be mounted on a
relatively straight part of the hose for
best performance.

7. Attach a Legend Loop cable to the male end of the last
sensor on the first manifold.

Tip:
To help avoid electrical interference
problems, create a figure eight shape
with excess cable before securing.

Note:

8. Connect the male end of the Legend Loop Cable to the
female end of the first sensor on the second manifold.
9. Continue in this fashion until you reach the far right side of
the implement, leaving the male end on the last sensor
unplugged.
10. Using cable ties, attach all cables to the frame of the
implement. Avoid pinch points such as wing lift and opener
lift points.

The Legend Loop Cables should not be
stretched tight when connected.
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Legend Advanced Air Cart Harness Installation
1. Disconnect the manufacturer’s 2-pin Deutsch connector
from the Section 1 solenoid.
2. Connect the 2-pin Deutsch connector for Section 1 on the
Legend Advanced Air Cart Harness (AGD1725) into the
Section 1 solenoid.
3. Connect the manufacturer’s 2-pin Deutsch connector for
Section 1 into Section 1 on the Legend Advanced Air Cart
Harness (AGD1725).
4. Repeat for the remaining sections on the Air Cart.
Figure 4-8
Sections 1-10

Speed
Work Switch

5. Route the 12-pin Deutsch connector to the hitch of the Air
Cart.
6. Connect the Work Switch connector to the Work Switch.
(Optional)
7. Connect the Speed connector to Speed Sensor. (Optional)

Legend Advanced Toolbar Harness Installation
1. Select a mounting location for the Legend Advanced Toolbar
Harness (AGD1741) in the center of the implement.
2. Connect the 35 pin black Ampseal connector to the ECU.
3. Connect the 12-pin Deutsch connector to the Legend
Advanced Air Cart Harness (AGD1725).
4. Connect the Loop 1 Sure Seal connector to the Loop 1 YCable using Main Extension cables as needed.
5. Repeat step 4 for Loop 2 if needed.

Figure 4-9
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Main Extension Cable and Y-Cable Installation
For the following installation procedures refer to the Installation
Diagram Figure 4-16.
Main Extension Cables
When making Extension Cable connections, align the molded
arrows. If they are difficult to push together, check the condition of
the pins. For each Loop (1 for Single; 2 for Dual):

Figure 4-10
Monitor head female

Extension Cable male

1. Connect the cable from the ECU to a 10ft or 20ft Main
Extension Cable.
2. Route the Main Harness Extension Cable down the center
of the implement hitch
3. Secure the Main Harness Extension Cable to the equipment
with cable ties, allowing enough slack for hitch movement

Figure 4-11

Y-Cable
1. Select a mounting location for the Y-cable in the center of
the implement.
2. Connect the large blue male end to the main cable (shown in
Figure 4-10), which is connected to the ECU on Loop 1 or
Loop 2.
3. Secure the ring terminal of the Y-cable to the chassis of the
implement to ground the cable.
4. Route the Y-cable’s male sensor loop cable towards the far
left side of the implement using Sensor Loop Cables as
needed. (Left is defined by the direction of travel.)
This end of the Y-cable will connect to sensor 1 on the first
manifold on the left side of the toolbar
Figure 4-12

5. Route the Y-cable’s female Sensor Loop Cable towards the
far right side of the toolbar, using Sensor Loop Cables as
needed.
This end of the Y-cable will connect to the last sensor in the
loop, on the last manifold on the right side of the toolbar
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Second Y-Cable on a Loop

Tip:
To prevent cable damage, rout the cables so
they follow the hydraulic hoses whenever
possible.

On systems with more than 60 Seed Sensors, an additional Y-Cable
must be installed in the middle of the loop to improve power
distribution.
1. To prevent cable damage, route the cables so they follow the
hydraulic hoses whenever possible.
2. Connect the blue male end of the second Y-Cable to the blue
female end of the first Y-Cable.
3. Connect the second Y-Cable’s male and female Sensor Loop
Cables into the middle of the seed sensor loop (in place of a
Legened Loop cable).
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Figure 4-13 Installation Diagram – WiFi Tractor Components

Figure 4-13

Part Number

Description

AGWL170

Android Tablet 8”

850033009

RAM Mount Cradle 8”

850033001

RAM Mount Long Arm with Dual Round Plates

850033002

RAM Mount Yoke Clamp Base

AGD2006

Battery Harness 22’ (6.7M)

050010001

30 Amp MIDI Fuse
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Figure 4-14 Installation Diagram – WiFi

Diagram is not to scale

Figure 4-14

Part Number

Description

AGD1710

The Legend Advanced ECU

050013005

Antenna 2.4 GHZ 7”

AGD1733

Legend S.A. WiFi Power Harness

AGD1741

Legend Advanced Toolbar Harness

AGD1725

Legend S.A. Air Cart Harness
Optional Parts

Part Number

Description

AGWL170

Android Tablet 8” WiFi/GPS

AGD2020

Power Extension Harness 35ft (10.7m)

050013007

Magnetic Antenna Base
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Figure 4-15 Installation Diagram - ISOBUS

Diagram is not to scale

Figure 4-15

Part Number

Description

AGD1710

The Legend Advanced ECU

AGD1717

Legend Advanced ISOBUS Power Harness

AGD1718

Legend CANBUS Harness

AGD1725

Legend Advanced Air Cart Harness

AGD1741

Legend Advanced Toolbar Harness

AGD3093

CAN Terminating Bias Circuit
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Figure 4-16 Seed Sensor Installation Diagram

Diagram is not to scale

2nd Y-Cable only needed if
Loop has more than 60 seed
sensors

Figure 4-16
Part Number

Description

AGST22E
AGST24E
AGST25E
AGST30E
AGST32E
AGST38E

Legend
Legend
Legend
Legend
Legend
Legend

9ASTY10

The Legend Y-Cable 10ft (3M)

9ASTX10
9ASTX20

Legend Loop Cable 10ft (3M)
Legend Loop Cable 20ft (6M)

Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed

Sensor
Sensor
Sensor
Sensor
Sensor
Sensor

7/8” (22mm)
15/16” (24mm)
1” (25mm)
1 3/16” (30mm)
1 ¼” (32mm)
1 ½” (38mm)

Optional Parts
Part Number

Description

AGD1720

The Legend S.A. 40ft Extension

9ASTX02
9ASTX04

The Legend Loop Cable 2ft (0.6M)
The Legend Loop Cable 4ft (1M)

400TRHS16

Hose clamp size 16

9ARTM10
9ARTM20

Main Extension Cable 10ft (3M)
Main Extension Cable 20ft (6M)
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Figure 4-17 Legend S.A. Installation Diagram – Tow Behind Cart

AGD2006
Battery
Harness

AGD1733
WiFi Power
Harness

AGD1710
WiFi ECU

AGD1741 Toolbar
Harness

AGD1725 Air Cart
Harness

Figure 4-17
Section Control Connectors

Figure 4-18 Legend S.A. Installation Diagram – Tow Between Cart

AGD2006
Battery
Harness

AGD1733
WiFi Power
Harness

AGD1710
WiFi ECU

AGD1741 Toolbar
Harness

Figure 4-18

Note:

Section Control Connectors

Use 20’ Main Extension Cables (9ARTM20) to
extend AGD1741 from ECU to toolbar.
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AGD1725 Air
Cart Harness
See Error!
eference
source not
found.

Optional Sensor Installation
**Refer to Appendix B: Optional Sensors for more information**
GPS/Radar Speed Sensor
1. Connect to the output of your GPS/Radar unit to connector
labeled Speed on Air Cart harness.

Tips:

2. Refer to the Calibration and Operation portion of this manual for
information on how to set up optional sensors in the system.

The Single and Dual Loop ECUs
require a pulse or radar style signal
output from the GPS.
A mating cable may be required from
the maker of the GPS/Radar unit.

Wheel Speed Sensor
1. Install the Speed Sensor (Low RPM Reed Switch) and magnet on
a wheel or shaft that turns when the seeder is in motion.
Mounting within ½” of the magnet.
A mating cable may be required from
the maker of the Speed Sensor.

2. Connect the Speed Sensor to connector labeled Speed on the Air
Cart harness.

3. Turn to the Calibration and Operation portion of this manual for
information on how to set up optional sensors in the system.
Automatic Work Switch
Install the Work Switch Sensor (Low RPM Reed Switch) and magnet on
the toolbar, mounting within ½” of the magnet.

Tips:
The monitor requires an open/close
circuit switch for a Work Switch. DO
NOT use a powered switch without a
relay.
See Appendix Deutsch DTM
Connector Pin-out for more
information when connecting to an
existing Work Switch.

The switch can be located such that the magnet closes the switch when
the drill is up, or closes it when the drill is down. However, the Work
Switch logic must be configured appropriately. See Work Switch Setup.
Connect the Work Switch sensor to connector labeled Work Switch on
Air Cart harness.
Or
Splice into an existing Work Switch
1. Turn to the Calibration and Operation portion of this manual for
information on how to set up optional sensors in the system.
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App Installation
Android
The Legend Android app is available as a free download from the
Google Play Store. To find:
1. Open your Google Play Store.
2. Search “Agtron.”
3. Download the Legend S.A (Advanced) app.
Android Installation (No Google ID)
Installing Third Party Apps (THE LEGEND App)

The following instructions are for Apps not listed in the Play Store

Tip:

1. Open Tablet Settings.

Refers to Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 7.0.

2. Open Security Settings.
3. In the Device Administration section, select: Unknown Sources
Allow installation of non-Market apps.

Tip:
See the tablet manual for more
detailed information on downloading
and installing software.
You can also connect directly from
the tablet to your home internet WiFi
(rather than using desktop
computer). Go directly to
Agtron.com to download the App.

To install THE LEGEND Advanced WiFi App on the tablet, connect
the tablet to a computer and download the App from agtron.com
1. Connect the tablet to a computer using the tablet’s USB charging
cable.
2. On the computer, open a web browser and go to agtron.com
3. Click the Support link at the top of the webpage and scroll down
until to the Products section of the forum.
4. Click the link for The Legend, then select the thread for the latest
android App.
5. Download the App to the tablet.
6. Double-click to download and install the App
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5. Calibration
Seeder Setup
The Seeder Setup screen is used to set up and monitor multiple functions
on the system.
To access the Seeder Setup screen:
1. Select the Seeder Setup icon.

Figure 5-1

Loop 1 and Loop 2 Runs
Loop 1 and Loop 2 Runs is the number of runs equipped on the seeder.
Loop 1 and Loop 2 High Rate Alarm
If the flow rate through a seed sensor increases above its High Rate
alarm value, a High Rate alarm occurs.
To select a value for the High Rate Alarm, first enter your seed rate in
the Seed Rate Wizard. Next, decide how much, in percent, you want to
allow the seed rate to increase before an alarm will sound. For example, if
you entered a seed rate of 100, entering a High Rate Alarm of 120 would
allow the rate to increase by 20% before an alarm alerts you to the
increase in seed rate.
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Bear in mind, it is normal for the seed rate to fluctuate while seeding.
The closer the High Rate Alarm is to the target seed rate, the more often
alarms will occur.
The values that should be set for the high alarm depends on the desired
operational range. To set a high alarm value:
1. Tap the Loop 1 High field
The on-screen keyboard appears
2. Enter the value at which you want the system to alarm (zero (0)
disables the alarm)
3. Repeat for Loop 2 High Rate Alarm

Loop 1 and Loop 2 Low Rate Alarm
If the flow rate through a seed sensor decreases below its Low Rate
alarm value, a Low Rate alarm occurs.
The values that should be set for the low alarm depends on the desired
operational range. To set a low alarm value:
1. Tap the Loop 1 Low field
The on-screen keyboard appears
2. Enter the value at which you want the system to alarm (zero (0)
disables the alarm)
3. Repeat for Loop 2 Low Rate Alarm

Loop 1 and Loop 2 Delay
Delay is the amount of time in seconds that it takes the seed to travel
from the meter to the seed sensors. The value should be set for the
section that has the longest delay. This ensures that when the toolbar is
out of the ground, and the work switch is off, blockage alarms will not
sound immediately. The loop delay provides you time to lift the toolbar
and complete a turn, without the system sounding an alarm.
1. Tap the Loop 1 Delay field
The on-screen keyboard appears
2. Enter the seed delay value for your drill in seconds
3. Repeat for Loop 2 Delay
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TD Enable

Note:
For more information on
how to use the Tank
Delivery sensors see
Appendix E: Tank Delivery
Sensors

If you are using Tank Delivery sensors you need to enable the TD
Enable field.
1. Tap the TD Enable field to toggle between Enable/Disable.

TD Total
The number of Tank Delivery sensors will appear in this field if you have
enabled the Tank Delivery option.

TD Rate 1-4
The value in this field is the seeds/second of the tank delivery sensors.
Each tank has the ability to have a different sensitivity value based on the
rate coming out of that tank.
1. Begin Seeding
2. Tap the TD Rate field of the tank delivery sensors you have
installed.
3. The sensitivity for each tank is set.
Test Speed

Note:
You MUST have a speed input to set the
Seed Rate! If no speed sensor is
installed, Test Speed must be used.

Test speed can be used in place of a speed sensor for Seed Rate
monitoring. It can also be used for troubleshooting, to help determine if
a speed sensor is working correctly.
When using GPS, radar, or a wheel speed sensor as a speed source, the
Test Speed must be set to zero (0).
1. Tap the Test Speed field.
The on-screen keyboard appears.
2. Enter a value between 0 and 20 (a value that you would normally
be driving when seeding).
The ground speed icon on the main screen will display the value
you entered.
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Run Variance %
1. Tap the Run Variance % field
The on-screen keyboard appears
2. Enter maximun run variance % of the selected section’s rate
before an alarm is triggered.
Speed Type
Depending on the features of your system, you can select any one of the
following speed types: TANK SENSOR, ISO GROUND, ISO
WHEEL, or TABLET GPS
Tank Sensor

A speed sensor is installed on a wheel or shaft that turns when the seeder
is in motion.
1. Mount the speed sensor within ½-inch of the magnet.
2. Tap Speed Type to display TANK SENSOR.
3. Proceed to Speed Cal.
ISO Ground/Wheel Speed

If paired with an ISOBUS Compliant Universal Terminal, the tablet can
display the speed from the CANBUS.
1. Tap Speed Type to display ISO GROUND or ISO WHEEL
Tablet GPS

To use the GPS on your Android tablet for speed:
1. Select the menu icon in the menu bar at the top right of the main
screen.
2. Select GPS Settings
The GPS Settings screen will appear.
3. Toggle the GPS Disabled soft key to display GPS Enabled.
4. Return to the Seeder Setup screen.
5. Tap Speed Type to display TABLET GPS.
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Speed Cal
When a wheel speed sensor is used, Speed Cal is the circumference of the
wheel or shaft. When using a GPS or radar speed signal, Speed Cal is the
distance travelled per pulse. To set the Speed Cal value:
1. Tap the Speed Cal button.
The on-screen keyboard appears.
2. Enter a value (Default is 1.0)
External Work Switch
The External Work Switch is an open and close switch installed on the
seeder that mutes alarms when the implement is out of the ground.
1. Tap the Ext Work field to toggle between Enabled and Disabled
2. Set to Enable if a Work Switch is installed; set to Disable if the
Work Switch is not installed.
Alarms will also be enabled when the work switch status is On.
Polarity
The required polarity setting of the External Work Switch depends on
how the switch is installed. Polarity is the expected output when the
sensor is activated. It determines whether an action is initiated when a
switch closes or when it opens. If your Work Switch is operating the
opposite of what it should be, change the polarity.
1. Tap the Polarity field to toggle between Normal and Inverted.
Section Type
Section type lets the system know what kind of section control that your
air cart is using.
1. Toggle between valve logic (Bourgault, Morris, etc.) and tach
feedback.
Section Logic
Section logic lets the system know the logic of your On/Off section
control.
1. Toggle between Switched Power and Switched Ground logic.
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Pressure 1-4
The Legend Advanced has the option of monitoring if the air inside an
air tank is pressurized or not. It can monitor the air pressure in up to 4
tanks.
1. Tap Pressure 1, 2, 3, or 4 to enable or disable the Pressure
indication.
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GPS Setup – Tablet Only
The GPS Settings screen allows you to use the tablet GPS for speed. To
access:
1. Select the menu icon in the top right of the main screen.
2. Select GPS Setup from the menu list.
The GPS Setup Screen will appear.

Tips:

3. Tap the GPS Enable/Disable button to allow the system to
retrieve the GPS signal from the tablet.

To set up GPS on your phone/tablet
refer to your phone/tablet manual.
When using GPS as a speed source
make sure Seeder Test Speed is set
to zero.
You must have a speed in order
to set Rate.
Some tablets provide more reliable
GPS information than others.

Figure 5-2
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Section Setup
The Legend automatically detects the number of seed sensors installed.
Section Setup lets the user tell the app how the sensors are laid-out along
the seeder. Sensors are assigned to runs, and runs are assigned to
sections.
For example, if your seeder has 40 runs, and you are installing 8 sensors,
sensor 1 might be assigned to run 1, sensor 2 to run 6, sensor 3 to run
11, etc so the seed sensors are evenly distributed among the runs. If the
seeder has 4 sections, then sensors 1 and 2 are assigned to section 1,
sensors 3 and 4 to section 2, sensors 5 and 6 to section 3, and sensors 7
and 8 to section 4.
The sensor layout in the app now matches the seeder layout, and the
system is read for Section Aware mode.
1. To access the Section Setup screen, tap the Section Setup icon
located in the menu bar at the bottom of the main screen.
For each sensor number, the assigned Run and Section number is
displayed.

Note:

2. To change the Run or Section number, tap the number and select
a number from the dropdown list that appears.

“Left” is defined by the
direction of travel of the
implement.

3. Use the left and right arrows
at the bottom of the screen
to navigate through pages to access all sensors.

Figure 5-3
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6. Operation
The Home screen displays the status of all sensors.
There are three modes of operation.
 Seed Rate Mode
Used when monitoring seed rate and blockage.
 Blockage Mode
Used only when monitoring blockage.
 Section Aware Mode
Used when sections are enabled/disabled.

Figure 6-1

Each box on the screen represents a seed sensor. The user groups the
sensors by section to enable the Section Aware capability of the system.
If a run is blocked, the box representing that sensor turns red. A red
alarm banner appears at the bottom of the screen and an audible alarm
sounds. Pressing the checkmark acknowledges the alarm and turns off
the audible alarm sound.

Figure 6-2
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Seed Rate Mode
Use the following procedure to set up Seed Rate in your preferred units:

Tips:
In order for the Seed Rate Wizard to work
no sensors can be blocked!

You must have a speed source and
be seeding in order to set Seed Rate.

Note
Seed Rate relates to the volume of
product applied to an area of the field
(e.g. 20 seeds/m2 or 100 lbs/acre). Seed
Rate alarms detect when that application
rate exceeds or drops below preset High
or Low alarm values.

1. Begin seeding at a known application rate based on your air
seeder settings.
2. Tap the Seed Rate Wizard icon for the desired loop.
A box opens and the on-screen keyboard appears.
3. Enter the current Seed Rate in your preferred units (seeds/acre,
pounds/acre, etc).
4. Tap the Done button on the keyboard.
5. Tap the OK button on the Seed Rate Wizard.
The seed rate will scale to display the value that you entered.
Using the Seed Rate Wizard also sets the blockage sensitivity for
the loop.
When loop is operating normally in rate mode, all of the sensors
should be green.

Figure 6-3
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Blockage Mode

Tip:
A Blockage Sensitivity value of zero (0)
disables the power and alarms to the
Sensor loop.
You must be seeding in order to set
Sensitivity correctly.

Note
Sensitivity relates to blockage
monitoring and detects whether the
number of seeds flowing through a
sensor over a period of time (e.g. 20
seeds per second) drops below the
minimum rate.

Sensitivity is used to set up blockage monitoring. The sensitivity value
(between 1 and 100) sets the minimum seeds per second that seed must
flow through the sensors before a blockage alarm occurs. It is normal for
seed flow rate to vary slightly during seeding. The goal is to set the
sensitivity value high enough to detect actual blockages without causing
nuisance alarms due to slight variations in seed flow rate.
To set the sensitivity:
1.

Begin seeding.

2. On the Main screen, tap the sensitivity icon

.

3. Tap Wizard and the system will look at the seeds/second counted
by the sensors and select the optimum sensitivity value for you.
You can also enter a value manually.
1. Instead of tapping the Wizard, enter a value between 0 and 100.
2. Tap Update after a value has been manually entered.
3. When loop is operating normally in blockage mode, all of the
sensors should be green.

Figure 6-2
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Product Setup
The Legend has the ability to save your calibrations for a specific
product, to recall at a later date.
To save a product:
1. Tap the Seed Rate Wizard for the desired loop.
A box opens and the on-screen keyboard appears.
2. Instead of entering a seed rate again, select the Product soft key.
The Product Setup screen appears.
3. Select an unused slot.
A box opens and the on-screen keyboard appears.
4. Enter in the product name and select Save.
To recall a product:
1. Tap the Seed Rate Wizard for the desired loop.
A box opens and the on-screen keyboard appears.
2. Instead of entering a seed rate again, select the Product soft key.
The Product Setup screen appears.
3. Select the product you wish to recall.
A box opens and the on-screen keyboard appears.
4. Select Recall.
The app will return to the main screen and the product name
should appear under the Seed Rate Wizard.

Figure 6-4

Figure 6-3
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Section Aware Mode
The Legend Section Aware allows no blockage alarms when a section is
disabled. When a section is disabled the sensors on that section will turn
shaded. If the loop is operating normally the sensors will be green or
shaded.

Figure 6-5

Section Turned Off With Sensor Detecting Seed
When the section is turned off there should be no seed flowing through
the sensors on the section that has been turned off. If there is any sensor
detecting seed when the section is turned off the sensor(s) will display
shaded but still green.

Figure 6-6
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7. Diagnostics
The Legend has several diagnostic screens to aid in using the system, and
to help troubleshoot. They are:
 Seeder Status
 Section View
 Loop 1 and Loop 2 History
 ECU Diagnostics
 Message Lists

Seeder Status
The Seeder Status screen provides status information about sensors used
on the tank. This includes the implement speed, work switch status, tank
delivery rates, tank pressure and auxiliary rpm (if installed).

Figure 7-1
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Section View
The Section View provides status information about each sensor in each
section of the system.
Name
Serial #
Seed/Sec
Seed Count
ATD1/2

Indicates
Serial number of each
sensor
Amount of seeds per
second
Amount of seed the
sensors is counting
Eye strengths of the
sensor

ATD LED

LED Calibration

ATD Eye1/2

Eye calibration

Type

Sensor type

Software/
Hardware

Software/Hardware of
the sensor

Input Volt

Sensor input voltage

Reg Volt

Sensor regulator
voltage

Temperature

Temperature of sensor

Run Time

Time sensor has run in
seconds

Real Rate

Raw data from sensor

Normalized
Rate

Calculated data after
Seed Rate Wizard

1.
On the Home screen,
tap on any sensor to open the Section View screen for the section
the sensor is in.
2.
Tap on any sensor
block to see the status information for that specific sensor. (See
the table for information on each status indication.)

Figure 7-2
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Loop 1 and Loop 2 History Screen
The Loop History screen displays the post status of each sensor in one
minute intervals. Each vertical column represents a sensor and each
horizontal row represents one minute interval. This screen can be useful
to determine persistent sensor errors and is especially helpful when the
implement is stationary, to check for blockages (when all sensors go red
on the main screen).
1. To access the Loop Sensor History screen tap the menu icon.
2. Select Loop 1 or Loop 2 History from the menu list.

Figure 7-3
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ECU Information Screen
The ECU Information Screen provides information about the ECU.
1. Tap the ECU icon.

Which icon?

The ECU Information screen appears.

Name

Indicates

ECU Input
Voltage
ECU
Regulator
Voltage
ECU Internal
Temperature
WiFi Tx/Rx
Tcp Count
WiFi RSSI
Strength
Loop 1/2
MilliAmps
Legend ECU
Serial
Number

Number of WiFi messages
transmitted and received

System Units

Toggle between US and
Metric units

Voltage of the ECU
Regulator Voltage of
ECU
Internal Temperature of
the ECU

WiFi Signal Strength in
percent
Loop Current in
milliamps
Enter Serial Number of
ECU

Figure 7-4

Tapping the Reset icon
(Tx/Rx) TCP count.
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resets the WiFi Transmit and Receive

Message Lists
Message lists can aid in helping Agtron troubleshoot a potential problem
with your Legend system. The message lists are:
 Wireless Message Lists
 Eye Strength Message Lists
 Sensor Error History
 Create Sensor Data.csv
 Error File Package
Wireless Message List
The Wireless Message List displays information regarding the WiFi
connectivity between the ECU and the tablet. To access the Wireless
Message List:
1. Tap the menu icon

and select Wireless Message List.

The Wireless Message List appears.
2. You can choose to save the list to the tablet or delete it.
Save

Figure 7-5
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Delete

Eye Strength Message List
The Eye Strength Message List displays the infrared eye strength of every
seed sensor installed on each loop. To access the Eye Strength Message
List:
1. Tap the menu icon

and select Eye Strength Message List.

The Eye Strength Message List appears
You can choose to save the list to the tablet or delete it.
Save

Figure 7-6
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Delete

Sensor Error History
The Sensor Error History page displays the errors/alarms that happened
throughout the day as well as how long they were in alarm. To access the
Sensor Error History page:
1. Tap the menu icon

and select Sensor Error History.

The Sensor Error History page appears.
You can choose to save the list to the tablet or delete it.
Save

Code

Indicates

1

High Rate Alarm

2

Low Rate Alarm

3

Clean Alarm

4

Blockage Alarm

5

Loop Overload

6

Communication Error

Figure 7-7
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Delete

Create SensorData.csv
This message list creates a .csv file on the tablet. This file includes all of
the information that is in the Sensor Diagnostics screen for all of the
sensors at the time you create the file.
To create a SensorData.csv file

1. Tap the menu icon

Tip!

and select the Create SensorData.csv

To access a SensorData.csv file

For more information on
how to access your
tablets device storage.
See the manual for your
tablet.

1. Access the device storage on your tablet.
2. Locate the Agtron folder and open it.
3. The SensorData.csv file will be in the Agtron folder.

Error File Package
An error file package consists of:
 Save Values
 Stored Products
 Auto Error Log (Wireless message list and Sensor error history
lists combined)
These files are compressed in a .zip folder contained in the Agtron folder
on the device.
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8. Troubleshooting
System Alarms
ICON

ALARMS

ICON

ALARMS

Not Installed

Blocked Alarm

High Rate Alarm

Low Rate Alarm

More than one
Communication Error
(Only appears if entire
loop is disconnected)

Sensors not communicating

Alarm Screen
Figure 8-1 shows a system with 2 loops. Loop 1 is showing there is a
disconnect between sensor 30 and 31 on Loop 1 with seed still flowing.
Loop 2 is turned off.

Break in Loop 1

Figure 8-1
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Multiple Disconnects in the System (Communication Error)
When there are multiple cables disconnected in the system you will see
sensors not communicating.

Note

The sensors are not communicating because they are not receiving power
from the system.

Sensors not communicating does
not necessarily mean that those
sensors are faulty. They are
usually not communicating
because of a problem
somewhere else. See
troubleshooting section for more
information.

Figure 8-2

Figure 8-4 is showing that the loop is disconnected between sensor 30
and 34
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Clean Sensor
If a sensor displays blocked, but is not blocked, the sensor might need to
be cleaned. To check if a sensor needs to be cleaned:
1. Tap the loop to display the Section View screen.
2. Find the problem sensor by scrolling to the left or right of the
Sensor Status.

Figure 8-3

3. Remove the sensor from the hose.
4. Wash out the sensor with soap and water.
5. Replace and check operation.
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Troubleshooting Table
Type of Problem

Symptom/Diagnostic Step

Action/Information

No loop
information

The loop indicated is turned off.
App not connected to ECU

To turn loop on, increase sensitivity >0.
Enter serial# and turn on WiFi

Communication
error

App displays Comm Error 1 both
ways

Check all the cables and connections.
…Bypass first and last sensor in the Loop

If the message is no longer displayed…

…replace first and last sensor.

If the problem persists…

…Bypass Sensor Loop Cables Between the Y-Cable and first and
last sensor.

If the message is no longer displayed…

…replace the Sensor Loop Cables between the Y-Cable and first
and last sensor.

If the problem persists…

…replace the Y-Cable.

If a Loop Comm Error occurs…

Check cables and connections at location shown on Sensor
Diagnostic screen.

No Commuication

If the message is no longer displayed…

…Bypass the sensor # indicated.

If the problem persists…

…replace the sensor.

If the message is no longer displayed…

…Bypass the sensor before or after the # indicated.

If the problem persists…

…replace the sensor

If the message is no longer displayed…

…Bypass Sensor Loop cable going to the sensor.

Sensor is showing not
communicating…

…replace Sensor Loop Cable.
Sensor has been deactivated, activate sensor
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Type of Problem
Blocked Sensor

Symptom/Diagnostic Step

Action/Information

The sensor indicated is blocked.

Clean blockage from indicated run.

If the indicated run is not blocked…

…verify the Sensitivity is not set too high.
Check inside the distribution towers for any
foreign material. This may cause blockages
to move from sensor to sensor.

If it is always the same sensor giving the blocked
message…

…trade that sensor with one in another
position.

If blocked message moves with the sensor…

…replace that sensor

Intermittent Blockage Alarms
Check history screen for frequency and
adjust sensitivity as needed
Displays ERROR alarms
when one loop is disabled,
but no alarms when both
loops enabled

Typically this means that loops are all
connected but cables are crossed either going
to sensor 1 or coming back from the last
sensor.

Trace sensor cables from the main wiring
harness to the first and last sensor of one
loop.
Re-connect the cables correctly.

Clean Sensor

High and Low Rate Alarms

The sensor indicated is dirty

Clean the infrared optical eyes in the sensor
using a bottle brush or wet rag

If sensor has been cleaned and is still giving the
clean message…
The sensor indicated is constantly showing
High or Low Rate alarms…

…replace the sensor
…adjust the High or low rate alarms further
apart
…trade the sensor with one in another
position

If moves with the sensor…
…replace sensor
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9. Manual
Opening the Manual on the Tablet
The product manual can be opened directly from the Legend App. A
PDF reader is required to open the file.

Note:
To view the manual you must have pdf
reader software installed on the tablet.

1. Select the Open PDF Manual icon
of the screen.

near the top right corner

2. To change pages of the Manual, swipe across the screen.
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10. Appendix
Appendix A: Parts List
Part Number

Description

AGD1710

Legend Advanced ECU

050013005

Antenna 2.4 GHZ 7”

AGD2006

Battery Harness 22ft (6.7m)

AGD1718

Legend CANBUS Harness

AGD1733

Legend Advanced WiFi Power Harness

AGD1717

Legend Advanced ISOBUS Power Harness

AGD1725

Legend Advanced Air Cart Harness

AGD1741

Legend Advanced Toolbar Harness

MND1722

Manual

4TYWR14.0
850040001
850040002

Black Cable Ties (14.5”)
Blue Cable Ties (4”)
Yellow Cable Ties (4”)

9ASTX10
9ASTX20

Legend Loop Cable 10ft (3m)
Legend Loop Cable 20ft (6m)

9ASTY10

Legend Y-Cable 10’ (3M)

AGST22
AGST24
AGST25
AGST30
AGST32
AGST38

Legend
Legend
Legend
Legend
Legend
Legend

Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed
Seed

Sensor
Sensor
Sensor
Sensor
Sensor
Sensor

7/8” (22mm)
15/16” (24mm)
1” (25mm)
1 3/16” (30mm)
1 ¼” (32mm)
1 ½” (38mm)

Optional Parts
Part Number

Description

AGD1720

Legend Advanced 40’ Extension Harness

400TRHS16

Hose clamp size 16

9AGPS01
9AGPS02

GPS Speed Sensor (5Hz Update Speed)
GPS Speed Sensor (1Hz Update Speed)

9KRT069

3P Deutsch DTM Connector to Relay Kit

9ART089

3P Deutsch DTM Connector with Bare Wire Ends

050013007

Magnetic Antenna Base

AGD2020

Power Extension Harness 35ft (10.7m)

050010001

30 amp Fuse

AGWL170

Android Tablet 8” 8GB WiFi/GPS

9ARTM10
9ARTM20

Main Extension Cable 10ft (3m)
Main Extension Cable 20ft (6m)

9ASTX02
9ASTX04

The Legend Loop Cable 2ft (0.6m)
The Legend Loop Cable 4ft (1m)

AGSH001

Low RPM Reed Switch Sensor 20ft (6m)

AGSH002

Low RPM Reed Switch Sensor 6ft (1.8m)
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Appendix B: Optional Sensors
This section describes the optional sensors that can be added to the cart.
Shaft/Speed/Work Switch Sensor-AGSH001
Low RPM Reed Switch Sensor ½” diameter, mounts using ½” P-clip and #10 self-tapping screw
¾” x 3/16” (included), 3/16” P-clip and #10 self-tapping screw ¾” x 3/16” (included for securing
cable), 2 x magnet .950” x .500” x .125” (included), 20FT cable with 3-pin DTM series Deutsch
connector.
GPS Speed Sensor-9AGPS01/9AGPS02
GPS Speed Sensor 2 ½” diameter, bottom plate on the receiver provides a magnetic mount or 2 x
dual lock Velcro (included), 10FT cable with 3-pin DTM series Deutsch connector.
Relay Kit-9KRT069
Relay mounts using #10 self-tapping screw ¾” x 3/16” (included), 2 x butt splices for connecting
power and ground (included), 1FT cable with 3-pin DTM series Deutsch connector.
Bare Wire Cable-9ART089
Bare Wire cable allows connection of third party sensors White wire power, Red wire signal and
Black wire ground, 4FT cable with 3-pin DTM series Deutsch connector.
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Appendix C: Seed Sensor Sensitivity Values
The following sensitivity settings provide a guideline for setting your Seed Rate Monitor sensitivity:

Sensitivity

Seeds/second

0

Loop is off

1

1

5

5

10

10

20

20

30

30

40

53

50

96

60

179

70

341

80

657

90

1271

100

2500

Enter the product you are using and the Sensitivity value used for quick value changes

Product

Sensitivity
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Appendix D: Conversion Factors
To convert from Imperial to Metric measurements, multiply by the following factors.

To Convert

To

Multiply By

Inches

Millimeters

25.4

Feet

Meters

0.3048

Yards

Meters

0.9144

Miles

Kilometers

1.609

Square Foot

Square Meters

0.0929

Acres

Hectares

0.4047

Pounds

Kilograms

0.4536

Cubic foot

Cubic Meter

0.02832

Bushels

Cubic Meters

0.03524

Pounds/Square Inch

Kilopascals

6.8948

Pounds/Square Inch

Bar

0.06895

Pounds-Force-Foot

Newton-Meters

1.3568

Miles-Per-Hour

Kilometers-Per-Hour

1.609

Pounds-Per-Acre

Kilograms-Per-Hectare

1.1209

Acre-Per-Hour

Hectare-Per-Hour

0.405

Feet-Per-Minute

Meters-Per-Second

0.005

Feet-Per-Second

Meters-Per-Second

0.305

Horsepower

Kilowatt

0.746

27 in. of Water =1 psi
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Appendix E: Tank Delivery Sensors
The Legend Advanced has an optional 3rd loop. This loop can be used if
the customer has a Bourgault 6000 or 7000 series air cart. The Tank
Delivery sensors get mounted on the 5.5” drop tube directly below the
metering auger as shown in Figure 10-3.
The Tank Delivery sensor determines if a tank is delivering seed or
fertilizer to the air stream of a Bourgault air seeder.
You need to mount 2 Tank Delivery sensors for each tank that you
would like to monitor. To mount the tank delivery sensors:
1. Select a mounting location in the 5.5” drop tube of the tank you
would like to monitor.
2. Drill two ¾” holes directly across from one another.
3. Mount the sensors in the ¾” holes.
4. Affix the sensor brackets to the sensors.
5. Affix the brackets to the drop tube using cable ties as needed.
6. Repeat steps 1-5 for remaining tanks on drill if needed.
Figure 10-1

7. Connect Y-Cable to the first and last sensor in the Tank Delivery
sensor loop.
8. Connect tanks using Legend loop cables as needed.
9. Connect Y-Cable to loop 3 sure seal cable on Legend Toolbar
Harness (AGD1741) using main extension cables as needed.

Appendix F: Tank Pressure Sensors
The Legend Advanced has the option of monitoring if the air inside an
air tank is pressurized or not. It can monitor the air pressure in up to 4
tanks.
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11. Warranty
Warranty Guidelines for Canada and The United States
Warranty covers all defects in workmanship or materials in your Agtron Enterprises Inc. product under
normal use.
1. This warranty coverage applies only to the original owner and is not transferrable.
2. To receive warranty, send the defective part and proof of date of purchase to your local dealer. The dealer will
contact Agtron Enterprises Inc. for a return authorization number and supply the replacement warranty parts.
3. If replacement parts are sent by Agtron Enterprises Inc., the customer will have 30 days to return the original
defective product. A credit card is required and after 30 days the customer will be charged if the defective
product is not received by Agtron Enterprises Inc. Go to www.agtron.com for shipping details.Any product
failures during the warranty period may be repaired or replaced with new or rebuilt product by Agtron
Enterprises Inc. discretion.
4. Troubleshooting, removal, installation labor and shipping to Agtron are the responsibility of the customer.
5. Damage from neglect, accidents, fire, liquids, chemicals, other substances, flooding, vibrations, excessive heat,
power surges, excess supply voltage, incorrect supply voltage, radiation, electrostatic discharges including
lightning, other external forces and impacts are not covered under warranty.
6. There are no customer serviceable parts. Removing a security screw will void the warranty.
7. Unauthorized modifications will void the warranty.
8. Any usage outside of the intended use will void the warranty.
Product Returns
1. If unsatisfied, a full refund is offered within 30 days from the date of purchase.
2. Any product returned after 30 days must be in new condition and in original packaging to be eligible for a
refund. Product returned after 30 days will be charged a 15% restocking fee.
3. No refund is available on product returned 52 weeks after the date of purchase. Go to www.agtron.com for
shipping details.
All shipping charges for product returns are the responsibility of the customer, including duty and/or customs
charges for international shipments. Product shipped collect will be rejected and returned to the customer. A
return to manufacturer authorization number (RMA) must be obtained before any product is returned. Please
contact Agtron Enterprises Inc. for instructions and shipping information www.agtron.com, or North
American Toll Free: 1.800.667.0640.
Conditions of Use
1. Agtron Enterprises Inc. takes no responsibility for injuries, damages, or losses due to the use, misuse, abuse,
or failure of this equipment. It is the responsibility of the customer to understand the operation and to ensure
that it is operating properly.
2. All products produced by Agtron Enterprises Inc. are intended for use with agricultural implements. Any
other application has not been considered; therefore complying with regulations is the sole responsibility of
the customer.
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242 Robin Crescent
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Canada S7L 7C2
TOLL FREE: 1.800.667.0640
P: 306.934.0640
F: 306.668.7666
E: sales@agtron.com
W: www.agtron.com
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